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Abstract— The passive Radio Frequency Identification (RFID) 

technology in Ultra High Frequency (UHF) band is more and 

more mature and adopted in many heterogeneous scenarios 

mainly to optimize business processes related to logistics and 

supply chain management. In addition, the research 

community has started to experiment this technology also in 

new applicative fields, such as the tracking of laboratory 

animals. The latter is essential in scientific disciplines, such as 

medicine, biology and pharmacology, which are mainly based 

on their knowledge on the experimental study of animal 

behavior. An innovative tracking system based on passive UHF 

RFID technology able to perform behavior analysis of small 

laboratory animals, is presented in this work. The proposed 

solution allows overcoming some limits of typical analysis 

methods commonly used in research laboratories for the same 

purposes, such as systems based on video technology and 

human observations, while providing the same information 

content. It is cheaper and guarantees better performance even 

in case of strong similarity among animals and in poor lighting 

conditions. The software component is able to provide, via 

Web, a user-friendly tool containing main animal behavioral 

information such as statistical analysis and graphs regarding 

animal displacements, indication about the locomotor activity 

and detection of specific conditions including isolation and 

aggregation phenomena. 
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I.  INTRODUCTION 

The animal localization is essential in scientific 
disciplines, such as medicine, biology and pharmacology, 
which base much of their research on the experimental study 
of animal behavior. In particular, in the field of 
pharmacology, the adoption of tracking solutions for 
behavioral study of small animals can be fundamental to 
investigate the effects of diseases and to test drugs and 
vaccines for humans. The success of the behavior analysis 
strongly depends on the ability of the researcher to identify 
and keep under control, instant by instant, each animal 
within a cage. In the literature, there are several recent works 
dealing with the animals tracking and localization, adopting 
very different techniques. For example, GPS technology is 
used for the localization of Antarctic seals [1], whereas radar 
technology is adopted for tracing of cows [2]. These 
technologies, appropriate for big animals (capable of wearing 
big transponder) and outdoor environments (requiring a 
lower localization precision), cannot be used with small 
animals that move in indoor environments, where the 

accuracy of the measurement must be higher. Other solutions 
use traditional observation methods that are mainly based 
both on the continuous presence of specially trained 
researcher and on vision systems characterized by a 
substantial software component able to perform image 
processing [3]. Both these last approaches require a very 
high human time-consuming factor and, furthermore, depend 
strongly to operator’s skills and other environmental factors. 
Since the main interest of this research is the development of 
a complete tracking system for small laboratory animals in 
order to identify the behavioral traits, the technology that 
best meets these requirements is the passive RFID UHF 
technology. Let us observe that, it is compatible with the 
EPC Class1Gen2 standard, and therefore, it is able to 
guarantee an anti-collision protocol fundamental to assure 
multiple and simultaneous reading of RFID tags. In addition, 
this technology, that is no line-of-sight, allows having a 
granularity of about some centimeters, which is very 
satisfactory when considering indoor environments. Finally, 
passive Near Filed (NF) UHF RFID tags are very small and 
can be easily implanted in tiny animals.  

Solutions based on RFID technology have been explored 
in the literature in order to track laboratory animals, but by 
using solutions in Low Frequency (LF) band [4], which is 
not able to guarantee the support of the standard EPC 
Class1Gen2 and is characterized by very low reading range 
(about 1 cm). These limits force animals to follow obligatory 
paths in order to correctly detect their movements, 
effectively creating a semi-natural environment. Instead, by 
using the UHF band, an accurate animals tracking in a 
natural environment can be achieved, without forcing 
animals through fixed paths that may influence their 
behavior.  

In this paper, an innovative RFID-based tracking system 
able to overcome some limits previously described is 
presented. This smart system uses the passive Ultra High 
Frequency (UHF) RFID technology and it is able to track an 
entire animal colony. In fact, unlike the LF or HF bands, the 
RFID technology in the UHF band is compliant with the 
EPC Class1 Gen2 standard, allowing a reading of about 100-
1500 tags/s. Furthermore, the proposed system is able to 
summarize, in terms of graphs and statistical dashboards, the 
behavior analysis of each laboratory animal. To make this 
possible, a passive Near Field (NF) UHF RFID tag must be 
implanted in every animal (e.g., mouse, rat, etc.). For such a 
reason, a strong effort has been dedicated to the implant 
technique in order to allow the RFID tags to keep on 
working in the time and not to procure distress to the animal. 



Some results of these experimental tests on laboratory mice 
are presented in [5]. Instead, the main results obtained in the 
tests performed on the hardware component (i.e., on the 
prototypal reader antenna system) and reported in [6, 7] 
allowed to establish the proper distance between two 
adjacent antennas and between the RFID tag and the reader 
antenna plane in order to guarantee a correct tracking of the 
animals in the cage. 

Main results obtained by recent tests are reported in [8].  
 

II. SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE 

The architecture of the proposed smart cage, shown in 
Figure 1, is a hybrid (i.e., hardware and software) system 
composed of two main components.  

The hardware component is mainly based on a NF 
antenna system working in the UHF bandwidth (i.e., 860-960 
MHz). Such a system is composed of a matrix of antennas 
each one able to univocally localize the animal in an 
elementary cell as large as 12 cm x 12 cm. In order to 
guarantee an accurate identification and localization of the 
animals moving within the cage, each single antenna satisfies 
specific requirements fulfilled through the design of 
optimized segmented loops: first, it irradiates a magnetic 
field as confined as possible in the related cell. Moreover, it 
guarantees a uniform magnetic field within the cell in order 
to minimize the localization uncertainty. Finally, it 
minimizes the far field radiation in order to avoid potential 
spurious readings of tags located in different cells. Such a 
system is thought to be positioned right below the cage in 
correspondence of each elementary cell and is connected to 
the RFID reader through a multiplexer allowing the 

management of up to 32 reader antennas. In this way, even 
large environments can be monitored and the behavior study 
of many animals at the same time can be performed. Let us 
observe that there are no obligatory paths for animal 
movements. The reader antenna system was widely tested 
and validated by the same authors [5]. 

Instead, the software component consists mainly of two 
modules: (i) the acquisition module, described and validated 
in [6], developed by using the graphical programming 
environment LabVIEW [9] and responsible for managing the 
hardware component and collecting the raw readings coming 
from the reader antenna system, and (ii) the Web application 
able to support the researchers in animal behavior analysis.  

The Web application is able to extract raw data, stored in 
a MySQL [10] relational database, in order to provide the 
end-users with an effective analysis that summarizes main 
behavioral parameters. The choice to adopt a Web solution is 
motivated by the need to guarantee a behavioral data access 
from anywhere by using a simple Internet access. In 
addition, different operators can access the same data from 
different locations. In particular, the Web application firstly 
processes the raw data by using the three phases of the RCP 
(RSSI Chebyshev Ping-pong) algorithm able to discriminate 
the correct mouse position. In fact, when only one of the 
reader antennas reads an RFID tag, the animal position is 
uniquely individuated. Nevertheless, if several reader 
antennas read the same RFID tag, a position ambiguity 
occurs and the RCP algorithm works to solve it. 

The Web application provides the end-user with several 
information about the behavior of each mouse in the smart 
cage in the form of tables or graphs. The Web application 
also provides a 3D video that reproduces the mice 
movements in the cage. The user can manage the video 
reproduction by using the Play, Stop and Restart buttons. 
Furthermore, the user can insert several objects in the 
experimental scene (i.e., cage) reproducing accurately the 
real scene.  

From the computational point of view, it is worth 
highlighting that the acquisition module was designed and 
implemented separately from the others components in order 
to guarantee effectiveness and scalability. In fact, in this 
way, the acquisition module and the processing module may 
evolve independently allowing, for instance, different 
processing systems to be associated with the same 
acquisition system. Furthermore, this choice relieves the 
computational load of the acquisition module. 

It is worth noting that the implantation of an RFID tag in 
each mouse represents a decisive procedure. For this reason, 
much time was spent in this direction. In particular, the 
choice of the better tag to implant in the mouse took into 
account the main requirements reported below: (i) to 
guarantee a long-term readability of implanted tags, and (ii) 
not cause discomfort to the animals or changes in their 
behavior. The surgical tag implantation required 
multidisciplinary skills and this task was executed in 
cooperation with the Istituto Superiore di Sanità (Italian 
National Institute of Health) in Rome, which made possible 
the testing of passive UHF RFID solutions in laboratory 
mice. The surgical implantation details are reported in [5]. 

 

Figure 1. System architecture. 



All procedures involving animals were approved by the 
Service for Biotechnology and Animal Welfare of the Italian 
National Institute of Health and authorized by the Italian 
Ministry of Health, according to Legislative Decree 116/92, 
which implemented the European Directive 86/609/EEC on 
laboratory animal protection in Italy.  

 

III. RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS 

The proposed smart cage allows overcoming some of the 
inherent limitations of methods commonly used in research 
laboratories for the same purposes, such as systems based on 
video technology and human observations by using a hybrid 
system consisting of hardware and software components. 

Different tests were carried out in order to demonstrate 
the feasibility of the proposed system, its scalability and its 
efficiency in terms of detection of social events involving the 
observed animals. The performed tests demonstrated the 
feasibility of implantation of a small RFID tag in a mouse 
and the effectiveness of the RFID technology for the 
behavior analysis of laboratory mice. Moreover, the 
proposed system offers a low-cost, user-friendly and time-
saving solution to support the researches in the animal 
behavior analysis. All experimental results are reported in [5, 
6, 7]. The proposed system is reported in Fig. 2. 

Currently, the RFID system is under evaluation at the 
Italian National Institute of Health, Rome, Italy, where 
skilled operators are testing it in real-world scenarios. 
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Figure 2. The proposed system during a test performed by using 

laboratory mice. 

 


